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Who is Ball Aerospace?
The Great Observatories

- Hubble Space Telescope
The Great Observatories

- Chandra X-ray Observatory
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory
The Great Observatories

- Spitzer Space Telescope
Current Missions

- HiRISE
Current Missions

- Kepler
Current Missions

- James Webb Space Telescope
Current Missions

- Deep Impact
Current Missions

- WISE
Ball’s EPO Activities

- Writing and collaborating on EPO plans for proposals
- Responding to requests for materials, information, and contributions
- Creating educational materials
- Providing speakers for classrooms and other groups
- Providing mentors for students
Mission to Mars

- Employees from all backgrounds volunteer as mentors with teams of middle school students
MESA (Math, Engineering, and Science Achievement) Program

- Over 1000 MESA students in our surrounding school districts
FIRST Robotics

- Seven engineers mentoring six high school teams
Presentations
Space Day
Career Education

- A mission outreach opportunity
Take Your Child to Work Day

- Over 400 employees and children attend
Model Kits

- Deep Impact paper models
3-D Models, Deep Impact
3-D Models, HiRISE
Animations

James Webb Space Telescope